♦ PRODUCT INFORMATION♦
EASI GRIP (LIGHT HANDLE COVER)

♦ Description:
The EASI GRIP is designed to provide a sterile field for the surgeon to grip the Operating Room light during a procedure. It is designed for single use and not for re-sterilization.

♦ Preparation:
1) Remove the sleeve containing the EASI GRIP from the peel pouch package. Tear the film liner off.
2) Then assemble onto Operating Room light handle directly.
3) To dispose of the EASI GRIP:
   The used EASI GRIP must be discarded in compliance with government regulations for infectious waste disposal.

♦ Cautions/Warnings:
- Completely inspect package prior to use. Do not use if the sterile packaging is opened, damaged or wet. Sterility might be compromised.
- Do not use product after expiration date!
- Do not re-use! If re-used, sterility will be compromised.
- Do not re-sterilize!
- "To be disposed according regulations of respective country." or "Dispose used product following local state or federal guidelines."
- "For use by or on the order by a physician, or persons licensed by state law."

Explanation of symbols:

![Caution](checkmark) Do not use if package is damaged
![Keep away from sunlight](sun) Keep away from sunlight
![Catalogue number](book) Catalogue number
![Do not re-sterilize](cross) Do not re-sterilize
![Consult instructions for use](book) Consult instructions for use
![Keep dry](water) Keep dry
![Sterilized using Ethylene Oxide](sterilizer) Sterilized using Ethylene Oxide
![Batch code](barcodes) Batch code
![Date of manufacture YYYY-MM](calendar) Date of manufacture YYYY-MM
![Manufacturer](factory) Manufacturer
![Use by](clock) Use by
![Do not reuse](cross) Do not reuse
![Authorised representative in the European community](globe) Authorised representative in the European community

Notified body: DNV GL Presafe AS, with CE2460
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